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2 Dear Pr+f. iA.S.Gaur,

Please fi*d inclosed tw* originol copies

bel*reen your instifafion MNIT qnd the

B*rd*lx Instifi;fe al Tecilnology {Bordecux

INP), which has been sig*ed by our Director

Genercl, Frorgeis Cansell.

Y*u:: sincerely,

Msrie Odile Vcsconcelos

lnternotionol officer
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Agreement for scientific cooperation

between

Institut Polytechnique de Bordeaux
IPB (France)

on behalf of

Ecole Nationale Sup6rieure d'Electronique, Informatique, T6ldcommunications,
Math6matique et Mdcanique de Bordeaux

ENSEIRB-MATMECA (France)

and

Malaviya National Institute of Technology Jaipur
MNIT Jaipur, Rajasthan (India)

Institut Polytechnique de Bordeaux, on behalf of Ecole Nationale Sup6rieure d'Electronique, Informatique,
Tdl6communications, Mathdmatique et M6canique de Bordeaux (IPB/ENSEIRB-MATMECA) and MalaviyaNational
Institute of Technology Jaipur (MNIT Jaipur) hereafter named the Institutions, in the conviction that scientific and

academic cooperation be of mutual interest for both Institutions, hereby record their intention of promoting the

following programmes.

Article 1: Cooperation
The Institutions will develop cooperation in scientific research and teaching.

Article 2: Exchanges
The Institutions will, as far as possible,

- exchange information in the fields of teaching, teaching practice and research,

- promote exchanges between the Institutions of researchers, teachers and other members of staff to participate in

different teaching, research and professional training activities,

- invite teachers and researchers to participate in seminars, conferences, courses and meetings on research themes

of common interest,

- develop scientific research programmes in fields of common interest,

- propose students for exchange programmes at a level equivalent to 3'd year of higher education or more
(Baccalaurdat +3) or postgraduate students for a study, training or research period,

- accept postgraduate doctorate students in their course ofstudy,
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Agreement for scientific cooperation between IPB for ENSEIRB-MATMECA and MNIT Jaipur
- co-direct doctorate theses.

- implement procedures for the academic recognition of academic credits acquired by their students in a host
institution in the framework of those exchanges,

- seek funding for common activities.

Both institutions will help, as much as possible, visiting students and staff find appropriate housing accommodation

for the duration oftheir stay.

Unless otherwise stipulated in a specific agreement, each Institution will undertake to cover the expenses of its

personnel.

Article 3: Representatives
Each Institution will designate a representative to apply the present agresment.

Propositions for programmes or specific activities will be communicated by the representative in each Institution; the

representative will then obtain the approval of the representative of the other Institution. The programmes or specific
activities will be presented as annexes to be signed by the two parties.

Article 4: Reference documents
This cooperation agreement will be considered as the reference document for any other agreement between the
Institutions. Complementary agreements conceming any other programme will give information concerning the

specific programmes and will be subject to a written document to be agreed upon and applied by the official
representatives of the partner Institutions. The field of activities covered by this agreement will be determined by the

means available in each Institution and by the funding obtained,

Article 5: Administrative and academic regulations
For the duration of the study, the exchange student is subject to administrative and academic regulations of the host
institution.

He will have access to the same resources as other students: libraries, computer network, online courses, e-mail
address.

He will have to comply with legal conditions concerning medical and liability insurance. These conditions will be

clearly indicated to the partner institution, and made available to prospective exchange students.

Registration or tuition fees, if any, and other such fees, required by the host institution, will be clearly notified to the
partner institution, and made available to prospective exchange students. These fees may be revised on a yearly basis,

depending on economical issues and balance ofexchanges.

Article 6: Validity
The present agreement is for five (5) years, and can be extended for the same duration, by express renewal, at the end

of each term. It will come into effect as from the date of the last signature.

The present agreement may be modified or terminated by one of the two parties by a written notification to the other

part, with a six (6) month's notice, on the understanding lhal any ongoing action should be carried through to its
conclusion.

Article 7: Publication
The present agreement (and an image of the signed version) will be made available to both Institutions. Each

Institution will be free to publish these documents on its Internet site.
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For MNIT Jaipur

Jaipur,DayMonth Y", l4'll -2O+{Pessac, Day Month Year

FoT ENSEIRB-MATMECA

Franeois cansell Mataviya Nationat rnriiiGii r.chnotosy r!frfi ,l$r"?t"Director General JAIPUR_aOZOiilnalastnanl

Talence, Day Month "*, I I04l n,l (

Director

Jaipur,

FoT MNIT JAIPUR

Day Month t*rJ-A: I \ 2 915

Dean (Research and Development)

DEAN
Research & ConsuttancY

fUatuiva flttional lnstitute of Technology Jaipur

JAIPUR'302017

Prof. A. K. Bhardwaj
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